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About This Game

Sword Master VR, now with support for Oculus Touch & HTC Vive, brings you intense sword fighting gameplay that has never
been possible in traditional video games. Taking full advantage of room-scale virtual reality, you must learn to fight with

realistic swords in full 360 combat! React quickly, duck and dodge, deflect incoming attacks! Sword Master VR is not a game
of standing still and lightly wiggling your sword in the enemies face. Sword Master VR is a game of endurance, skill, speed, and

most importantly, to become a master of the blade.

NEW!
10 Unlockable Shields! Each level that you beat in Expert mode unlocks a new shield!

Features:

Intense & Challenging Sword Fighting!

8 Unlockable Swords!

7 Enemy Variations!

10 Challenge Levels (Including a Boss Level!)

4 Difficulty Modes (1 Unlockable mode!)
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Safety Notice:
Sword Master VR requires players to swing their controllers in virtual reality. Play at your own risk. Eric Tereshinski, the

game's developer, is not responsible for any destruction of property or the injury of yourself or anyone else while playing Sword
Master VR.

Please play far away from your TV, have plenty of space, use high quality wrist straps, remove all children from the room, DO
NOT play near any stairs, and enjoy the game :)

Room-Scale Info:
Sword Master VR will play correctly with as little as 2m x 1.5m playspace. However, it is recommended for best playing

experience to have 2.5m x 2.5m of playspace or more.

Oculus Setup Info:
This game requires the use of motion controllers and roomscale. If you have the basic Oculus Touch kit with two sensors, two

controllers, and your Oculus HMD, you can set up your playspace for roomscale and play Sword Master VR. To set up
roomscale, you must set up your two sensors in opposite corners if the room. Adding a third sensor may improve your

experience, but two sensors still works quite well.
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Title: Sword Master VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Master Indie
Publisher:
Master Indie
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 or AMD R9 390

Storage: 550 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive OR Oculus Rift with Touch in room-scale configuration

English
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very great game for this price!

i wonder if i make a game just like this but it can save game, would Steam accept it?. Expecting fun mouse minigames like the
ones in Mario Paint? Nope, just brutal, sadistic, unfun challenges here. They even show you getting whipped by a dominatrix
after you lose to drive the point home.. It's an okay game for its price but goddamit constantly appearing diplomatic windows
make it almost impossible to enjoy.. the forces of zaru say this game is trash. A well-made game with good attention to details. I
wish it got more coverage and reviews as I think those would be mostly positive and the devs would deserve for the game to be
noticed at least in the community of bullethell enthusiasts. The folklore atmosphere is good and spans consistently over the
story, characters and soundtrack. The mix of Finnish and Japanese elements is interesting and fresh. The difficulty is high, as it
should be and the core gameplay well implemented. If you like a challenge, smooth bullethell shoot'em up gameplay and
welcome the idea of atmostpheric story elements in a fresh and unique take, then get this one.. YES !! WOW HOW DID I
MISS THIS GAME !!!
ADDICTIVE ! ADDICTIVE !! CANT STOP PLAYING
BIG BOYS TOYS!!!
15 /10
. short, not very good at the 'horror' aspect or any real 'story' to speak off. The puzles are super easy.
The first one wasn't great but it was better than this garbage.
and the want £4+ for it?? (I got mine in a humble bundle) not worth the money.
music was alright.
. Fun game, amazing graphics and the 3D clouds are amazing. You get a real since of speed when flying through the clouds and
a it is very similar to the real thing. Shooting down alien ships is challanging however very rewarding. I thought it was a very
polished game for being early access and look forward to future developments
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That's game is kinda fun, but that music on the start.. It's weird.
Recommended, though.. Really enjoying AOF:UNdead King. It is a fun tactical game that was easy to learn. You should try it.
A cheap bang for the buck. Loads of fun with friends. 10 / 10 for space suit penguins , love this game. I was hoping that I could
use the 'wasd' keys with the mouse as in other fps games (strafing ). It seems as if you can't so the keybaoard option is pointless
and unnatural to use. I'll use the controller from now on, but that means I probably won't ever play the game tbh. Maybe I'm
missing something? Looks like a good game otherwise.
I understand VR games need to be different to 'normal fps games', apparently to fully appreciate environment.

Being honest, I just want to play VR games the same way I play other fps games with mouse and keyboard... Fed up with the
slow and disconnected feeling of a xbox controller.
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